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�H �u :e−Ü¥rÎl ¤̀  ei ½̈pẗ §l Æmi ¦k ῭ §l ©n aŸ³w£r«©i g ©̧l §W(s cwwk)

Yaakov sent angels ahead of him to Eisav (32:4)  Rashi's famously

terse comment is ,ynn Æmi ¦k ῭ §l ©n "actual angels." Three questions

present themselves about this episode:

1. What do we glean from ei ½̈pẗ §l, ahead of him? It seems

superfluous, since the posuk could merely say 

 "Yaakov sent angels to Eisav." e−Ü¥rÎl ¤̀  Æmi ¦k ῭ §l ©n aŸ³w£r«©i g ©̧l §W¦I©e
2. What is Rashi's intention in employing the unusual word "ynn"?

3. Why did Yaakov have to resort to dispatching angels --

other-worldly beings -- instead of distinguished flesh-and-blood

human emissaries? To find the answers, we need to define what

happens to a malach when he visits this Lower World: does he

retain all of his ethereal, "angelic" characteristics, or does he suffer

a diminution by becoming enwrapped in physicality to some extent

(if we may say so)?  The sefer Yalkut Chodosh cites the Holy Zohar

in Bamidbar which asks how Yaakov was able to wrestle with the

angel, if an angel is purely spiritual, and not tangible. The Zohar's

answer is that indeed, when a malach descends into the atmosphere

of our physical world, he perforce adds a layer of physicality to his

being. That explains how the wrestling match took place: it was a

flesh-and-blood struggle with a "physicalized" malach. Yaakov's

basic strategy was to employ angels, rather than distinguished

humans, to strike fear into Eisav when he would see that Yaakov

had a "working relationship" with exalted, other-worldly beings. In

light of the Zohar's teaching, if Yaakov's angels exuded physicality,

their impact would be altogether lost! The key additional factor is

that optionally, and upon request from a worthy party, a malach can

retain his purely spiritual, non-material nature. 

Now we can explain that the word ei ½̈pẗ §l, which seemed unneeded

earlier, informs us that Yaakov specifically directed the malachim

to retain their purely ethereal nature to gain Eisav's respect and fear.

Now Rashi's "ynn" conveys that they were indeed able -- at

Yaakov's behest -- to retain the purely spiritual level and form of

malachim as opposed to other options -- so as to arouse Eisav's

initial deference and trepidation. (hwztktp ovrct wr hfbt ovrct rpx)

 :i ¦Y §x©B oäl̈Îm ¦r aŸw£r©i L §C §a©r x ©n ῭  dŸM eÜ¥r §l i ¦pŸc` ©l oEx §n Ÿ̀z dŸM(wv  cwwk)

So shall you say to my master to Esau, 'Thus said your servant

Jacob, "I have sojourned with Lavan...Rashi explains the key word

i ¦Y §x©B"I have sojourned” in Yaakov's message: -- key because of its

numerical value 613, alluding to the number of Mitzvos. (The Avos

observed the mitzvos even before Matan Torah.)  But one wonders how

this message of piety would in any way appease the wicked

Eisav. The Holy Zohar teaches that Bilaam was a master of

sorcery and witchcraft. Yet Lavan was his mentor and teacher in

the Black Arts. For the entire twenty years which Yaakov lived

in Haran, Lavan tried to harm him through witchcraft but did not

succeed, thanks to Hashem's protection. This was Yaakov's

message to Eisav: "Lavan tried to destroy me spiritually and

physically. But I prevailed, in the merit of observing all 613

mitzvos. And don't make the mistake of thinking that I

abandoned learning Torah day and night -- exactly as I did in the 

sleepless years of learning in the Yeshiva of Shem and Ever."

Eisav could only dominate Yaakov if he were devoid of Torah,

which was not the case.  Yaakov was confident that if Lavan, the

world's master sorcerer, could not harm him, then surely Eisav

could not do so either. [Perhaps Eisav's realizing this fact caused him

to respect Yaakov with diminished hatred and eventually embrace and

reconcile with him. (YZK)] ;rtsxrgyytn -ktrah ,hc)(

 :dŸr̈Îc©r x ©g ¥̀ ë(v cwwk) . . 

and I have tarried until now (32:5) What did Yaakov hope to

convey to Eisav with these words? Why should it have mattered

to Eisav that Yaakov delayed somewhat on the journey which

led up to their fateful encounter? The Gemara (Brachos 64a)

sheds light squarely on this question:  dry dryd  z` wgecd lk

  eiptn zgcp dry  dryd iptn dgcpd lke ezwgec "Whoever forces the

moment, the moment forces him. Whoever yields before the

moment, the moment yields before him."Yaakov was long aware

of Lavan's trickery and no one would have prevented him from

absconding at any time. In truth, however, Yaakov felt

compelled to delay acting  until Hashem explicitly ordered him

to flee (in Parshas Vayeitzei 31:3 u ¤x ¤̀  l ¤̀  aEW aŸw£r©i l ¤̀  'd x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e

KÖ ¦r d¤i §d ¤̀ §e L ¤Y §c ©lŸen §lE Li ¤zŸea £̀ : And Hashem said to Jacob, "Return to

the land of your forefathers and to your birthplace, and I will be

with you"). One cannot advance his salvation before its

appointed time. By Yaakov speaking in our posuk as he did,

alluding to his delay, he put Eisav on notice  that his overall

course of action was fully consistent with Hashem's helping him,

and that hence he had nothing to fear from Eisav's malefactions.
(texhk swwct kebgrp - uvhkt hbct)

oi ¥A Eni ¦UŸ g©e ¤x §e i©pẗ §l Ex §a ¦r eic̈ä£rÎl ¤̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀I©e FC ©a §l x ¤c¥r x ¤c¥r eic̈ä£rÎc©i §A o ¥Y¦I©e
 :x ¤c¥r oi ¥aE x ¤c¥r(zwwh cwwk)

And he gave each herd individually into the hands of his servants,

and he said to his servants, "Pass on ahead of me and make a space

between one herd and another herd." (32:17)Yaakov's division of

the flocks was rooted firmly in Halacha. The gift-flock for Eisav

contained both domesticated and untamed animals (behaimos and

chayos). The Torah teaches an issur/forbidden act known as

kilayei behaima ec̈ §g©i xŸn£g ©aEÎxŸeW §a WŸx£g ©zÎ Ÿ̀l (h cf ohrcs) dnda i`lk 
You may not plow with an ox and a donkey together (Devarim

22:10) The Mishna in Bava Kamma (Perek 5:7) extends the ban

step by step, until it reaches the conclusion that farm labour is

forbidden by employing any two distinct species in tandem, not

only behaimos and chayos, but also pure and impure species

(tahor and tamei), extending even to birds. According to the

Shulchan Oruch, sourced in Rambam, twwhx zwwmr whx swwuh( ) even

traveling together, quite apart from farm labour, is also

proscribed. Yaakov was presenting pure domesticated animals

(goats, sheep, rams, cows and bulls) alongside impure beasts (camels

and donkeys). Therefore, so as not to violate the issur of kilayim,



he divided the animals into distinct batches: pure and impure, to keep them separate even as they walked. (.hachht-i,buvh ,rtp,)

Story of the week  (By Yehuda Z. Klitnick and translated by Duvid Pinchas Rose)

****The Holy Rizhiner redeems a Yid by intervening in the Heavenly Tribunal****

In Glina, a town near the metropolis Lemberg (Lvov), there

lived a certain wealthy Reb Meir, who managed both his own

private businesses and some government agencies, which

employed many of the local people. This Meier was a Torah

scholar and ba'al chesed, and needed a trustworthy and honest

person to help shoulder his management burden. He managed to

find an upstanding assistant manager named Chaim, who was

clever and universally liked, who smoothly and skillfully

managed the enterprises. Meir was childless for many years after

his marriage, but after a long time merited a son, Moshe. 

Meir entrusted Moshe with the running of one of his businesses

so that he could have an honourable livelihood. All was well

until Moshe began resenting that Chaim was his father's overall

manager. He bristled at Chaim's oversight of all his business

accounts and chafed at having to pass muster with Chaim's

accounting standards. His self-serving response was to try to

plant seeds of doubt in his father's mind about Chaim's honesty.

"Why do you trust this man so much? How do you know he isn't

skimming and hoarding profits from the business ?" was his

defamatory challenge to his father. "Impossible," retorted Reb

Meir. "He's been working faithfully for me for years without the

slightest discrepancy. I have even tried, just as a test, to trap him

into a compromising position and he always passed with flying

colours. No, Moshe. I have no doubts about Chaim's integrity."

Chazal teach us that envy is a debased character trait which

leads to dreadful consequences. Moshe continued to be jealous

and spiteful toward Chaim, especially since he had to ask Chaim

to disburse liquid operational funds for his business and trading

deals. He constantly schemed to find a way to undermine

Chaim's standing in his father's eyes, hoping that he would

discharge Chaim and appoint himself in his place. He hatched a

plan: the end of the fiscal year was approaching, when Chaim

would have to present an annual financial report for the entire

business empire, with a balance sheet  of all assets and

liabilities. Moshe resorted to outright skullduggery to impugn

Chaim. How? One night, he broke into the room where Chaim

did the accounting and skillfully excised a page from the main

ledger in a way no one would notice. The page was crucial, since

it contained a list of major business expenditures from the past

year. Now when Chaim came in the morning to reconcile all the

accounts, he nearly fainted when he determined that a large sum

was missing and unaccounted for from the business bank

account. Try as he might, he could not find the discrepancy,

since he was unaware of the missing link -- the untallied

legitimate expenses. He was beside himself with grief as he

informed Reb Meir of the major inexplicable discrepancy in the

business accounts. Reb Meir urged him to review the books

again with a fine-toothed comb, but still a glaring discrepancy

emerged -- which would have been dispelled, of course, had he

had the missing ledger page in hand. The shame and loss of face

before Meir was too much for Chaim to bear, and he died soon

thereafter, a crushed and broken man k"jr/

The villainous Moshe was delighted that his evil plan seemed to

have borne fruit. He was sure that his appointment as his father's

new general manager would be quick in coming. But his upbeat

mood was short-lived indeed when Chaim began appearing to

him in a dream, summoning him to appear before the Heavenly

Court, the Beis Din Shel Ma'alah on the grounds that he had

caused Chaim to die an early death, well before his time, and

thereby deprived him of all of the worthy mitzvos and good

deeds that he surely would have carried out, had he lived. Moshe

took this dream seriously, since it was repeated night after night.

He became crushed from depression and anxiety. His father took

him for a birchas refuah to HaTzaddik Reb Meir Premishlaner,

but there was no visible improvement. The psychological illness

persisted and was soon compounded by a physical ailment,

which both stemmed from Moshe's belated realization that

Chaim's claim in the dreams were completely justified. A second

visit to Reb Meir'l was a repeat of the first, and by the third visit,

Reb Meir'l realized that there were higher, other-worldly factors

at play in Moshe's plight, and he began to delve deeper. Was

Moshe perhaps aware of something he had done which might

have caused his ailments? Moshe was forced to make a clean

breast of the entire sordid story -- how he had cheated Reb

Chaim, who then claimed his due justice in the Heavenly Court.

Hearing this, Reb Meir'l thought long and deep and proclaimed,

in his accustomed third-person discourse, "This is gravely

serious, but Meir'l cannot help you. The only course of action I

would advise is to go to the Holy Rizhiner Rebbe and beg for a

salvation. He will know what to do." The pair, father and son,

lost no time in traveling to Rizhin, where they were greeted by

the Rebbe's warm reception and request for information about

the matter at hand. The Rizhiner Rebbe entered into a state of

altered consciousness, as if he were soaring among the Upper

Worlds. After many minutes, he returned to a normal

countenance, and told the supplicants: "Loib Hashem Yisborach,

I succeeded in arranging matters before the Heavenly Tribunal

to everyone's best interest. First, Reb Chaim will occupy a very

exalted place in Gan Eden, but he must cancel his claim against

Moshe and must cease tormenting him in dreams. Second, he

will receive his due reward for all the mitzvos he would have

done had he lived longer in This World. But everything was

made to depend on Moshe's complete repentance and becoming

a full ba'al teshuva in every sense of the word." Moshe began to

weep bitter tears of remorse, and sobbed that he had never, ever

intended that Chaim should die. The Holy Rizhiner directed that

Reb Meir support Chaim's family, and that would be the final

key to Moshe's complete recovery, beguf ubenefesh (in body and

soul). Since the Tzaddik had spoken, Moshe quickly recovered

his full health and led his life thereafter in serious torah, avodah

and gemilus chasodim.
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